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B'nai Aviv High Holidays 2022 / 5783 
COVID-19 Protocol FAQ 

 

Will you be limiting attendance at High Holiday services this year? 
With the ongoing improvements in the COVID-19 situation underway, we will not be limiting 
onsite attendance as was necessary in previous years. All members of B’nai Aviv in good standing 
will be allowed to pick up admission tickets for their immediate family, and be allowed to 
purchase additional tickets for extended family members, as was the case prior to 2020. 

Will everyone in attendance for High Holidays services be required to 
wear masks? 
Wearing of masks during services will no longer be mandatory. Of course, anyone who feels more 
comfortable wearing a mask is more than welcome to do so.  

We will also be reserving some mask-mandatory rows within each of the main attendee sections. 
Please be considerate to your fellow congregation members, choose your seating accordingly and 
govern your behavior in accordance with the section in which you are seated. 

Will you be streaming this year’s High Holiday services? 
No, we will not be offering web streaming for this year’s High Holiday services. 

At the onset of the pandemic in 2020, Rabbi Watstein sent the congregation a lengthy letter that 
demonstrated the amount of research and soul-searching he had done on the topic of allowing 
streaming of services on days when it is forbidden (such as Shabbat and the High Holidays). His 
highly detailed rationale did not pull punches, and clearly explained that live-streaming on 
forbidden days was a transgression of Jewish Law. He further explained that he would however 
allow it on a temporary basis only, invoking the Talmudic principle of Aveira L’Shem Shamayim – 
a transgression of the sake of heaven. This specific transgression would be committed in order to 
ensure the survival of the B’nai Aviv community during an unprecedented public health crisis. 

During the summer of 2021, our leadership announced that with vaccination initiatives underway 
and heightened adherence to masking, social distancing, and sanitary practices, we would be able 
to begin a gradual return to High Holidays normalcy by employing a “hybrid” model of allowing 
both onsite and streaming attendance at services. Rabbi Watstein sent another letter, explaining 
that although improvements in the pandemic crisis had occurred, we were still not in a position to 
step away from the Aveira L’Shem Shamayim principle. He therefore permitted a one-year 
extension on the temporary streaming solution, to allow the hybrid service transition. 

During the current 2022 environment, it is virtually impossible to argue that we’re still at a crisis 
level that warrants continued transgression of Jewish Law “for the sake of heaven”. As such, we 
will be returning to our adherence to Jewish Law and will not be streaming these services. 
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Will there be spaces between seats? Will there be any social distancing 
measures in place? 
We will not be implementing any specific social distancing policies. Although in many ways our 
local community has returned to some semblance of “normalcy” in terms of going to restaurants, 
attending movies and concerts, etc., we do expect that attendance at our High Holiday services 
this year will not quite yet reach pre-pandemic levels, making self-spacing somewhat more 
feasible. 

Will reserved seats be assigned in the sanctuary? 
As in past years, a number of seats will be eligible for reservation/purchase in the sanctuary for all 
High Holiday services, while the remaining seats will be available on a first-come first-served 
basis. As usual, “holding” large groups of unoccupied seats for lengthy periods of time will not be 
permitted, and prevention of “tallis spreading” will be enforced by our team of volunteer ushers. 

Are all of these decisions final? What will happen in the event of another 
outbreak or the threat of a new variant? 
The safety of our congregants is our top priority. We have been and will continue to work with 
our COVID-19 Task Force, as well as following the guidelines put forth by the CDC. Should there 
be any unforeseen changes that makes it less safe for us to be together, we will adjust our plans 
accordingly and communicate them to our entire B’nai Aviv community. 

Where can I find additional information? 
For more information, please refer to the web page at: 

https://www.bnaiaviv.org/high-holiday-covid-information-2022 

At that web page, you’ll find this FAQ, as well as a cover letter from our synagogue leadership 
describing this year’s High Holiday services. You’ll also find the two letters from Rabbi Watstein 
that are described above: his original detailed rationale in 2020 for temporary provision of 
streaming services in contravention of Jewish Law, and his discussion in 2021 of the continuation 
of temporary High Holiday streaming for that year only, until the COVID situation had sufficiently 
improved. 

I still have additional questions. To whom can I address these? 
Depending on the specifics of the question, please reach out to any of the following people by 
phone at (954) 384-8265, or via email: 

Scott Daub, President    president@bnaiaviv.org 
Shai Habosha, Executive Director  execdirector@bnaiaviv.org 
Rabbi Adam Watstein   rabbi@bnaiaviv.org 
 

 


